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ABSTRACT: Giant and stable wormlike micelles formed in water from a series of
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)-based diblock copolymer amphiphiles mimicked the flexi-
bility of various cytoskeletal filaments. The worm diameter (d) was found by cryo-
transmission electron microscopy to scale with the length of the hydrophobic chain (Nh)
of the copolymer as d � Nh

0.61. By fluorescence video imaging of worm dynamics, we
also showed that the persistence length (lP) of wormlike micelles scaled as lP � d2.8,
consistent with a fluid aggregate (�d3) rather than a solid rod (�d4). By polymerizing
the unsaturated bonds of assembled copolymers, fluid worms were converted to solid-
core worms, extending the bending rigidity from that of intermediate filament biopoly-
mers to actin filaments and, in principle, microtubules. Through partial crosslinking,
polymerized worms further locked in spontaneous curvature at a novel fluid-to-solid
percolation point. The dynamics of distinct, branched conformations were also imaged
for recently discovered Y-junctioned wormlike micelles composed of diblocks of high
molecular weight (�10–15 kg/mol). Finally, block copolymers of hydrophilic weight
fraction close to the transition between a vesicle- and worm-former assembled into both
structures, allowing encapsulation of wormlike micelles in giant vesicles reminiscent of
cytoskeletal filaments enclosed within cells. © 2003 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Polym Sci Part
B: Polym Phys 42: 168–176, 2004
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INTRODUCTION

Mimicry of cell and biomolecular structures via
purely synthetic chemistries is potentially of wide
interest. With proper control over structure(s)
and mixtures, there is hope of emulating func-
tions that might range from muscle contraction
for device actuation to artificial viruses for drug
delivery. The lipid bilayer is already one success-

fully mimicked cell biological structure with a re-
cent strictly synthetic approach making use of mod-
erate-molecular-weight diblock copolymers (several
kilograms per mole) composed of poly(ethylene ox-
ide)-polybutadiene (PEO-PBD) and/or poly(ethyl-
ene oxide)-polyethylethylene (PEO-PEE).1,2 These
amphiphilic copolymers self-assemble in water to
give highly stable vesicles. Many related systems
and copolymers have been developed and ob-
served in recent years.3–5 Both PEO-PBD (abbre-
viated OB) and PEO-PEE (abbreviated OE) of
higher PEO weight fraction than those used to
make vesicles have also formed wormlike mi-
celles6 that are many micrometers long and
highly stable in flow7 but only �10 nm in diame-
ter.6 Interestingly, despite their simplicity, the
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worms have bending rigidities similar to those of
complex cytoskeletal biopolymers ranging from
intermediate filaments8 to F-actin9,10 (Fig. 1).
Free-radical polymerization of PBD in the hydro-
phobic cores of PEO-PBD and PEO-PEE blended
worms provided one means of control over flexi-
bility.7 We extend and generalize such efforts

here with a considerably broadened class of copol-
ymers and novel microstructures.

Giant wormlike micelles6,12,13 of EO55-BD45
have already been readily labeled by hydrophobic
fluorophores thus allowing fluorescence imaging
of dynamics at the single-molecule level.7 Our
focus here is on the diameter-dependent flexibil-
ity and microphases of related OB- and OE-type
copolymers listed in Table 1. The copolymers var-
ied in molecular weight by an order of magnitude
with those of the PEO weight fraction wEO � 0.45
forming mainly bilayer vesicles and those of 0.45
� wEO � 0.55 forming mainly wormlike mi-
celles.15,16 The hydrophobic core diameter (d) was
determined from cryo-transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) imaging of individual worms and
increased systematically with copolymer molecu-
lar weight, broadening the properties of these
structures.

A persistence length of �0.5 �m for both OE6
and pristine OB3 worms was calculated in a first
report7 on worm dynamics by fluorescence tech-
niques also used here. The stability of the giant
worms was remarkably high with a self-associa-
tion energy � � 26 kBT.7 Consistent with such
stability, copolymer worms of contour length L
� 100 �m have been observed and, typically, �L�
� 10 �m.7,12 These initial characterizations pro-
vided a starting point for mimicry of biopolymers
that have diameters, persistence lengths, and
contour lengths even greater than the aforemen-
tioned values.

EXPERIMENTAL

Diblock copolymers were prepared with a two-
step anionic polymerization procedure.17 Copoly-

Figure 1. Persistence lengths of OB and OE worm-
like micelles plus selected blends (details in Table 1) as
compared to ubiquitously expressed biopolymers (open
squares). Inset shows formula for calculating lP for
worms stiffer than OB9 through vectors tangent to the
worm backbone separated by distance, s11. lP for worms
with flexibility equal to or greater than OB9 is calcu-
lated with �R2� � 2lPL[1 � lP/L(1 � e�L/lp)], where R is
the end-to-end distance of the worm, and L is the con-
tour length.11 OB class worms can be pristine (open
circles) or fully crosslinked through polymerization
(circles with X). OB diblocks can be polymerized (X),
and OE diblocks can be added to dilute the crosslinks
and decrease worm stiffness. OB19 worms have diam-
eters that are �2.5 times larger than OB3 worms.
Therefore, from beam theory, fully crosslinked OB19
worms would be 50 times stiffer (dOB19/dOB3)4 than a
fully crosslinked OB3 worm (lP � 115 �m); although
not easily measured, this would give lP � 6 mm (X),
which rivals the stiffness of a microtubule. Fully
crosslinked OB worms are indicated by OB#-X.

Table 1. Structural Details of OE and OB Diblock Copolymers. Diameters Denoted by (*) Were Determined
with a Best Fit of Referenced and Measured Data. OB18 and OB19 Diameters Were Directly Measured from
Cryo-TEM Images. (†) Denotes a Y-Junction Former

Designated Name Polymer Formula Mn (kg/mol) wEO Worm d (nm)

OE2 EO44-EE29 3.6 0.54 10.8*
OE6 EO46-EE37 4.1 0.48 12.5*
OE7 EO40-EE37 3.9 0.45 11.414

OB3 EO55-BD45 4.9 0.51 14.26

OB9 EO50-BD54 5.2 0.43 15.7*
OB18 EO80-BD125 10.4 0.35 27

— EO105-BD170 14† 0.34 3415

OB19 EO150-BD250 20† 0.33 39
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mers were dissolved in chloroform and dried on
glass to form a film that was hydrated with water
at 50–60 °C. A hydrophobic fluorophore dye
(PKH26; Sigma) was used to visualize the worms
in a pseudo-two-dimensional (2D) chamber
formed between two coverslips.7 Worms were im-
aged with an Olympus IX71 inverted fluorescence
microscope with a 60� objective and a Cascade
charged coupling device camera. Cryo-TEM sam-
ples were prepared and analyzed as described
elsewhere.6,18

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There are at least two ways to explore augmen-
tation of the bending rigidity of wormlike micelles
given this chemistry: (1) chemically crosslink the
BD blocks in the worm core to create a solid
wormlike micelle;2,6,7 and/or (2) increase the di-
ameter of the worm by assembling the worm from
larger copolymers. The latter can in principle
have its subtleties, but free-radical crosslinking
within OB3 worms has already been shown to
increase the worm-persistence length by more
than 100-fold from lP � 0.5 �m to a crosslinked
value, lPX � 100 �m.7,12 Moreover, to interpolate
both within this range of rigidities and from fluid-
to-solid states, a PEO-PEE analogue of OB3
(OE6) can be blended into the worm in varying
concentrations before free-radical polymerization
of the PBD double bonds.7 Although such blend-
ing and crosslinking is increasingly understood,
the subtlety in controlling rigidity with worm di-
ameter stems from the hypothesis that molecules
in a fluid worm will rearrange and significantly
relax any curvature stress.15 We explore both
methods of worm stiffening subsequently. We fo-
cus specifically on scaling of lP with d as well as
worm branching and spontaneous curvature ef-
fects in crosslinking. Cytoskeletal mimics are an
inspiration if not an ultimate goal.

Worm Flexibility versus Cytoskeletal Filaments

As compared with cytoskeletal filament rigidities,
Figure 1 summarizes the preceding crosslinking
result and adds to it the measured persistence
lengths for giant wormlike micelles formed from a
broader representative subset of copolymers in
Table 1. As the inset in Figure 1 illustrates, we
obtained lP from a tangent–tangent correlation
function for OB18 and OB19 worms and an inte-
grated version of the tangent–tangent correlation

function involving fluctuations in the end-to-end
length for all other, more flexible worms.11 Per-
sistence lengths for pristine PEO-PBD and PEO-
PEE worms are indicated by labeled open circles;
crosslinked PEO-PBD worms are marked with
crossed circles, and the name of the copolymer
comprising the worm is followed by an X (e.g.,
OB3-X is fully crosslinked OB3). By combining
techniques (1) and (2) above, OB worms of large
diameter (up to d � 39 nm; Table 1) can be fully
crosslinked to form almost inflexible solid cylin-
ders (OB19-X) with a persistence length ap-
proaching that of a microtubule.9 The copolymers
listed in Table 1 thus span bending rigidities of
ubiquitously expressed biopolymers that ranged
from intermediate filaments to microtubules.

Measurements of d from cryo-TEM images
showed a systematic dependence on the length of
the hydrophobic chain (Nh), which has also been
found for membranes.18 By fitting a power law to
the referenced and measured data in Table 1, we
find the curve shown in Figure 2, where the di-
ameter of the worms fits best to d � 1.38Nh

0.61. A
fully stretched polymer of Nh groups would theo-
retically assemble into an object with diameter, d
� Nh

1, whereas ideal random coils, such as in a
melt, would give an object with d � Nh

0.5. The
copolymers examined here were in the strong seg-
regation limit (SSL) where interfacial tension (�)

Figure 2. Scaling relationship of wormlike micelle d
as a function of the number of Nh’s in OE (closed
squares) and OB (open squares) class copolymers in
Table 1. Diameters were measured from cryo-TEM im-
ages of the worms. The inset cryo-TEM image shows an
OB18 wormlike micelle and the cross-sectional inten-
sity profile used to estimate its diameter, d � 27 nm.
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balanced chain entropy so that d � Nh
0.67 is expect-

ed.18–20 The scaling exponent obtained here of 0.61
is thus slightly closer to the SSL expectations than
the scaling found for membranes assembled from a
subset of the same copolymers in Table 1. Moreover,
the radius of gyration (Rg) can be calculated with Rg
� b (Nh/6), where b � 0.54 nm has been experimen-
tally determined for the PEO-PEE copolymers.21

For OE7, for example, Rg � 1.3 nm, which indicates
that the copolymer is stretched about four- to five-
fold as compared to the worm radices, d/2 (Table 1).
This result is fully consistent with strong lateral
squeezing of chain configurations by interfacial ten-
sion that extends the chain into the core and thus
forms the basis for SSL theory. Thus, although scal-
ing of d with Nh alone (d � Nh

0.61) is less convincing
of SSL versus a simpler melt (d � Nh

0.5), the strong
stretching is indicative of SSL. Furthermore, the
mean end-to-end length (R) of a given polymer is
slightly larger than its Rg (in fact, R/Rg � √622), but
R is still much smaller than d/2 and implied than an
oriented chain with one end pinned at the interface
by PEO still being laterally squeezed and extended.

Given the wide range of core d’s for the worms
in Table 1, we were also able to experimentally

determine the scaling relation for the worm-per-
sistence length (lP). Dimensional analysis in-
formed us that a fluid cylinder whose rigidity is
dominated by � has a persistence length that
scales with core diameter in the form lP � ��d3/
kBT, where � is a constant.7 On the basis of ex-
tensive measurements of membrane elasticity, �
is already known to be a single constant for the
OB and OE series of copolymers examined here.18

Conversely, a solid rod or cylinder, also of d, fol-
lows the classical beam theory scaling of lP � d4,23

where the energy scale for a beam is set by an
elastic constant (E) for the core rather than by �.
Figure 3 illustrates the calculated persistence
lengths of worms of varying hydrophobic core di-
ameters with fluorescence snapshots and back-
bone traces of three worms representative of
small, medium, and large d values. The best fit of
the data gives a scaling exponent of 2.8. Despite
chain entanglement in the core, which could ef-
fectively solidify it, the scaling result here more
closely follows the cubic scaling behavior of clas-
sical fluid assemblies of lipid-size amphiphiles
rather than solid-core cylinders or beams. With
this exponent and � � 25 pN/nm, we find � � 1/20

Figure 3. Stiffness of lP’s as a function of hydrophobic core d. Diameters were
calculated from cryo-TEM images, and persistence lengths were calculated from fluo-
rescence video microscopy for seven different worm-forming diblock copolymers listed
in Table 1. Inset images show fluorescence snapshots of three different pristine worm-
like micelles of varying stiffness freely diffusing in a pseudo-2D chamber along with
backbone traces taken every �0.5 s. When fit by power laws, the bending rigidities of
these worms scale as lP � d2.8, which is closer to the scaling relationship for a fluid than
a solid cylinder (A � 0.0004, A3 � 0.00023, A4 � 9 � 10�6). Note that the lP value for
OB19 represents only wormlike micelles and not OB19 Y-junction structures, which are
discussed subsequently (scale bars are 5 �m).
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in lP � ��d2.8/kBT. Remarkably, this result is
similar to lipid assemblies with � � 1/30 charac-
teristic of semicoupled monolayers.24

Crosslinking Percolation and Spontaneous
Curvature

As mentioned previously, crosslinked blends of
PEO-PBD and PEO-PEE copolymers form worms
that span bending rigidities between the fluid
PEO-PEE worm (or pristine PEO-PBD worm) and
the fully crosslinked, solid PEO-PBD worm.7 A
percolation in worm stiffness has already been
seen at a critical PEO-PBD molar fraction of XBD
� 0.15–0.2 for blended worms of OB3/OE6.7 In
addition to a linear increase in stiffness beyond
XBD � 0.2 for OB3/OE6 worms, spontaneous cur-
vature was locked-in above the percolation point
as demonstrated in the backbone traces of Figure
4. Below the percolation point, worms have a ra-
dius of curvature that vanishes in thermal aver-
aging [Fig. 4(a)]. However, when the amount of
crosslinked PEO-PBD is increased through the
percolation molar fraction [Fig. 4(b,c)], the in-
creasingly solidified worm backbone fluctuates
about a nonzero curvature conformation until it
finally exhibits only a rigid-body rotation about
an easily identifiable, spontaneously curved con-
formation [Fig. 4(d,e)].

As a simple model of stiffness modulation, we
generalize the central-force percolation model ap-
plied to membranes by Discher et al.,2 which as-
sumes six neighbors for each butadiene bond in a
D � 2 closed-packed triangular network geome-
try. Here, we consider a D � 3 extension of the
previous model where each butadiene bond has Z
� 12 coordinated neighbors because of hexagonal

close packing in offset triangular networks. In
both cases, there is a quasi-linear decrease in the
elastic constants down to the critical molar frac-
tion XC � pC/NC, where pC is the rigidity percola-
tion limit derived from mean field arguments, and
NC introduces system size as the number of close-
packed layers spanning the core diameter.25 For
X above XC, the membrane is solidlike, and for X
below XC, the membrane is fluidlike; these pre-
dictions have been confirmed by fluorescence pho-
tobleaching experiments reported elsewhere.26

For a triangular network pC � 2/3, and in general
for a D-dimensional central-force network, pC
� 2D/Z.27 Solving these equations with the mea-
sured XC � 0.15 for both geometric cases (D � 3,
Z � 12), we arrived at NC � 3–5 across the worm
diameter.

To provide a more explicit picture of the pre-
ceding result for fully crosslinked OB3 worms, we
considered the hydrophobic core upon chemical
fixation to be a network of springs (newly formed
crosslinks), a large fraction of which must act
parallel to the worm’s stiffened backbone. For a
force F � keff	L applied parallel to the backbone,
	L is the extension of the worm’s contour length,
and keff is the cumulative spring constant of NX
newly formed interchain crosslinks across any
cross section such that keff � NX � kX. Because keff
� AE/L, where A is the cross-sectional area of the
hydrophobic core (�160 nm2), E is the Young’s
modulus of the worm, and L2 is the interfacial
area of a butadiene polymer (�1 nm2),28 we need
only to obtain E from lPX � EI/kBT, as calculated
elsewhere to be E � 400 MPa.7,9 Therefore, keff
� 64 N/m, which is �1000-fold the tension at an
air–water interface. To calculate kX, knowing keff,
we have to estimate NX, which is also recognized

Figure 4. Backbone traces of chemically crosslinked OB3/OE6-blended wormlike
micelles showing the spontaneous curvature of worms just above and below the perco-
lation point (XOB3 � 0.15–0.2). Each trace was taken every �0.3 s.
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as the number of crosslinks one would sever if the
worm were cut perpendicular to its backbone. On
each exposed face of such a cross section, there
are �45 OB3 copolymers where each copolymer
contributes �0.5NC(Z/2) crosslinks; hence, NX

 0.5NC(Z/2) � 45 
 540 and kX � 64/540 � 0.12
N/m. Therefore, to have a worm with a bending
rigidity lPX 
 115 �m, one needs �540 crosslinks
approximately parallel to the worm axis.

Emulating Cytoskeletal Networks and Branched
Systems

Because single wormlike micelles emulate the
stability and flexibility of several cytoskeletal
biopolymers, it follows that sparse networks of
wormlike micelles might also mimic the collective
features of locally concentrated cytoskeletal
structures. Figure 5(a,b) shows two snapshots of
OB3 wormlike micelle networks drawn out by
simple capillary forces between a glass slide and
coverslip. Both images show the great length of
the worms. The results also highlight the nematic

order achievable in single-domain networks,
which appear similar in organization to actin cy-
toskeletons of typical tissue cells [Fig. 5(c)].

As the aforementioned spread cell suggests, a
current and future challenge in synthetic cell de-
sign is to encapsulate filamentous structures such
as wormlike micelles [e.g., Fig. 5(a,b) inside of a
stable bilayer vesicle]. The goal is to emulate both
the elasticity of a cell’s scaffolding as well as the
isolation of the structure from the external envi-
ronment, eventually allowing for regulated as-
sembly of synthetic structures. Because copoly-
mers listed in Table 1 have a wEO close to the
vesicle/worm transition, they tend to form both
assemblies upon film hydration. Figure 6 depicts
fluorescence snapshots of an OE7 worm encapsu-
lated in an OE7 bilayer vesicle along with sche-
matic overlays of the system. The backbone of the
fluctuating worm tends to define a thermally av-
eraged ring against the unflexing vesicle bi-
layer—similar to observations of actin filaments
encapsulated in lipid vesicles.29 The lack of at-
traction or adhesion between vesicle and worm is

Figure 5. Concentrated regions of wormlike micelles resembling actin cytoskeletons.
(a and b) Snapshots of sparse wormlike micelle networks formed due to capillary forces
between the glass slide and coverslip that concentrate the worms into concentrated
domains. In (a) and (b), nematic domains contrast with isotropic regions that are
reminiscent of a cell cytoskeleton (c) with Rhodamine-labeled F-actin. Worms are
labeled with a hydrophobic dye (scale bars are 20 �m).

Figure 6. Snapshots of an OE7 wormlike micelle encapsulated in an OE7 bilayer
vesicle over a 3-s time interval with worm backbone overlays. Because the wEO of OE7
is close to the vesicle-worm transition, polydispersity of the copolymer tends to drive
formation of both structures, leading to suspensions of stable, coexisting assemblies
(scale bar is 5 �m).
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consistent with the steric stability designed in
with the PEO brushes.

The typical structures formed from amphi-
philes, based on the size ratio of the hydrophilic to
hydrophobic parts, are bilayer vesicles, wormlike
micelles, and spheres. However, when the molec-
ular weight of the amphiphiles is increased to
�10–15 kg/mol (greater than that of OB18), a
new worm-related structure, referred to as Y-
junctions, is found.15 Figure 7(a) displays a cryo-
TEM image of several OB19 structures, which
include bilayer vesicles (B), wormlike micelles
(W), Y-junctions and loops (Y), and spherical mi-
celles (S). Cryo-TEM images also show that cylin-
ders in Y-junction structures have comparable
diameters to OB19 wormlike micelles.15 Much
larger, lower-resolution branched structures are
observed in fluorescence images of OB19 assem-
blies [Fig. 7(b)] where their dynamics follow rigid
rotation about a center region or trunk [Fig. 7(c)].
In cells, branching of filaments occurs with spe-
cific accessory proteins30 and appears central to
dendritic growth processes that drive cells for-
ward in crawling. Although emulating such living
polymerization is the next great challenge, there
are still many unanswered questions regarding
these copolymers.

Branched structures of OB19 tend to dominate
in number over simpler wormlike micelles. The
branches nonetheless tend to have similar bend-
ing rigidities to the worms, consistent with their
similar diameters [Fig. 7(a)], but the junctions or
branch points themselves seem softer than the
branches. Figure 7(c) shows relatively rigid arms
rotating and wobbling in Brownian motion. This
softness may reflect lateral diffusion of polydis-
perse copolymers in and around the junction,
leading to soft modes that are particularly exag-
gerated and favored by the high symmetry.

The phase diagram encompassing the copoly-
mers in Table 1 was extended from Jain and
Bates15 and is sketched in Figure 8; here we sum-
marize observations of micro-meter-sized assem-
blies as a function of copolymer wEO and Nh.15 In
addition to geometries already studied in detail,
the diagram shows the recently observed Y-junc-
tion phase (Y), which coexists with bilayer vesi-

Figure 8. Phase diagram of PEO-PBD/PEE based
micro-meter-sized assemblies.15 Classical phases of bi-
layer vesicles (B), wormlike micelles (W), and spherical
micelles (S) are complimented by a new assembly, Y-
junctions (Y), which forms only with high-molecular-
weight copolymers and coexists with both vesicles and
worms. Pie charts are schematic representations of ag-
gregate mass ratios. The (*) indicates the original Y-
former15 (see Table 1).

Figure 7. Branched structures form from film hydra-
tion of high-molecular-weight OB19 diblock copoly-
mers: (a) cryo-TEM image of various OB19 assemblies
adsorbed to a surface where bilayer vesicles (B), Y-
junctions (Y), and wormlike micelles (W) are seen in
coexistence (scale bar is 0.1 �m); (b) snapshot of fluo-
rescently labeled OB19 branched structures (scale bar
is 2 �m); and (c) snapshots and backbone traces of
freely diffusing branch indicated in (b), spaced �2.5 s
apart, which show that the arms of the branch bend
around a relatively rigid center section.
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cles (B) and wormlike micelles (W) only for the
highest molecular weight copolymers.15 Two co-
polymers spanning the range were investigated in
some detail with respective pie charts indicating
the mass-fraction coexistence observable at the
micrometer scale. Because we cannot observe
sub-micrometer structures, because of optical
limitations of fluorescence microscopy, aggregates
such as spherical micelles are excluded here.
Compared with cryo-TEM, however, the observa-
tions here have the advantage of being in water
(not frozen) and, more importantly, in thick
chambers rather than in the �100-nm films re-
quired for TEM. These results probably provide a
better indication of macroscopic stability as op-
posed to squeezing and fragmentation of soft ob-
jects in films.

Issues of stability and bud formation arose in
particular with microscopic Y-junction structures
given their high curvature and the presence of
spherical micelles of comparable diameter [Fig.
7(a)]. From the scaling relationship between lP
and d introduced above, we estimated the persis-
tence length of 8–12 �m for the filaments in the
original Y-branches described by Jain and
Bates,15 EON-BD170 (Table 1) and OB19 here.
From the cryo-TEM images in Jain and Bates15 as
well as Figure 7(a), the lP’s allowed us to then
calculate a bending free energy (Ebend) for loops in
Y-junction-dominated structures. Given a typical
loop radius of �100 nm and a persistence length
of about 8 �m, we estimated Ebend � 100 �kBT.
Dividing this by the thousands of copolymers
comprising the loop makes such a bending energy
per molecule only a fraction of kBT and very small
as compared with the energetics holding the ag-
gregates together (e.g., � � 26 kBT).7 This tight
bending of fluid worms is thus feasible without
significant molecular rearrangement15 necessary
to speculate about the formation of macroloops
that are energetically easier to make, and their
implications for creating synthetic cytoskeletons
or other structures have yet to be explored.

CONCLUSIONS

High-molecular-weight copolymers assembled
into stable bilayer vesicles, wormlike micelles,
spherical micelles, and at high enough molecular
weight Y-junctions. Wormlike micelles can emu-
late the bending rigidity of various ubiquitous
biopolymers from intermediate filaments to mi-
crotubules through the selection of different-sized

copolymers and chemical fixation of unsaturated
butadiene bonds. Fluid wormlike micelles of vary-
ing diameter followed the stiffness scaling rela-
tion lP � d2.8, which more closely mimicked the
same relation for a fluid aggregate than a solid
rod. Upon chemical fixation, a unique spontane-
ous curvature was locked into each worm’s back-
bone, which is a property exclusive to these mi-
celles. Although simple capillary forces group
wormlike micelles into nematic domains, which
are structurally similar to actin cytoskeletons,
worms can also be encapsulated in bilayer vesi-
cles when the wEO of the copolymer is close to the
bilayer/worm transition. Such processes yield all-
synthetic mimics of filament-in-lipid bilayer
structures typical of cells. Finally, when the mo-
lecular weight of the copolymers is increased to
�10–15 kg/mol, a new assembly is found, Y-junc-
tions, which exhibit morphology between worms
and vesicles.
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